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Physics QuestionsPhysics Questions

1.1. Is Is partonicpartonic matter dominant in the early matter dominant in the early 
stages of A+A collisions?stages of A+A collisions?

2.2. What are the gross properties of the What are the gross properties of the partonicpartonic matter?matter?
•• Is it equilibrated? Is it equilibrated? 
•• Does it behave collectively?  Does it behave collectively?  
•• What are its early temperature and pressure? What are its early temperature and pressure? 
•• What is its gluon density? What is its gluon density? 

3.3. Are symmetries restored/broken in the Are symmetries restored/broken in the partonicpartonic
matter?matter?
•• Spontaneous CP violation Spontaneous CP violation 
•• ChiralChiral symmetry and Usymmetry and UAA(1) restoration(1) restoration

Gyulassy
Pratt …
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4.4. What are the properties of the What are the properties of the hadronichadronic medium after medium after 
hadronizationhadronization

5.5. What are the gluon densities in normal nuclear matter What are the gluon densities in normal nuclear matter 

6.6. What are the contributions to the proton spin?What are the contributions to the proton spin?
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Types of MeasurementsTypes of Measurements
1.1. ““Hard” probes: tagged jets Hard” probes: tagged jets -- γγ--tagged, flavor tagged, flavor 

tagged (esp. heavy flavor)tagged (esp. heavy flavor)

2.2. Study of properties of “away” side, behavior Study of properties of “away” side, behavior vsvs
centrality, energy, colliding speciescentrality, energy, colliding species

3.3. Collective behavior of Collective behavior of partonicpartonic matter matter –– heavy heavy 
baryon, heavy meson flowbaryon, heavy meson flow

4.4. Charm, Beauty, J/Charm, Beauty, J/psipsi and Upsilon yields and and Upsilon yields and 
spectraspectra

5.5. Symmetry violations (Symmetry violations (ΛΛ spin correlation) and spin correlation) and 
indications of indications of chiralchiral restoration (“away” side  restoration (“away” side  didi--
leptons, particle ratios, leptons, particle ratios, η, ηη, η’)’)
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Types of MeasurementsTypes of Measurements

6.6. Direct photons Direct photons –– γγγγ--HBT could access low to HBT could access low to 
moderate pmoderate ptt regions to allow the most direct regions to allow the most direct 
temperature measurement.temperature measurement.

7.7. Correlations over a large range of scales as a Correlations over a large range of scales as a 
probe of EOS and probe of probe of EOS and probe of partonparton energy lossenergy loss

8.8. HBT, Unlike particle correlations, Resonance yield HBT, Unlike particle correlations, Resonance yield 
as tools to probe late stage (as tools to probe late stage (hadronichadronic) medium) medium

9.9. p(dp(d))--A to probe initial state A to probe initial state –– jets vs. impact jets vs. impact 
parameter parameter -- nuclear gluon density profile.nuclear gluon density profile.

10.10.WW±± production in longitudinally polarized production in longitudinally polarized pp--pp to to 
probe sea antiprobe sea anti--quark contribution to nucleon spin quark contribution to nucleon spin 
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RequirementsRequirements
Keep (expand) Keep (expand) STAR’sSTAR’s large coveragelarge coverage

1. Enhanced (higher momentum) PID 1. Enhanced (higher momentum) PID –– barrel TOFbarrel TOF

2. Micro vertex detector and inner tracking for enhanced 2. Micro vertex detector and inner tracking for enhanced 
heavy quark IDheavy quark ID

3. Improved momentum resolution for forward (1<|3. Improved momentum resolution for forward (1<|ηη|<2) |<2) 
region region -- intermediate and end cap tracking,intermediate and end cap tracking,

4. High rate readout and DAQ 4. High rate readout and DAQ –– present large samples to present large samples to 
high level trigger, also record very large sampleshigh level trigger, also record very large samples

5. High rate tracking capability 5. High rate tracking capability 

6.High Luminosity, Large pp polarization 6.High Luminosity, Large pp polarization –– RHIC RHIC 
development and upgradesdevelopment and upgrades
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““Baseline” STAR DetectorBaseline” STAR Detector
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Ongoing Improvements of STAR CapabilityOngoing Improvements of STAR Capability

Ongoing Dev.Ongoing Dev.New Triggers and increased capabilityNew Triggers and increased capability
(Rare Trigger Selection e.g. J/(Rare Trigger Selection e.g. J/ΨΨ))

20032003CompleteCompleteForward Pi Zero Detector Forward Pi Zero Detector 
( ( AANN for leading for leading ππ°°, , G(xG(x) in d + Au)) in d + Au)

20032003CompletedCompletedDAQ 100 DAQ 100 
( ( →→ Event Rates Event Rates ∼∼ 100 Hz)100 Hz)

20032003New prototype TrayNew prototype TrayTOFrTOFr
(< 100 (< 100 psps TOF PID with MRPC Modules)TOF PID with MRPC Modules)

20032003InstalledInstalledPhoton Multiplicity DetectorPhoton Multiplicity Detector
<N<Nγγ > (> (ππ°°) ) fluctuations, fluctuations, ChiralChiral CondensateCondensate

2004200411 ladders installed11 ladders installedSilicon Strip DetectorSilicon Strip Detector
(x 1.5 efficiency for (x 1.5 efficiency for hyperonhyperon reconstrreconstr.).)

20042004mechmech structure installed; structure installed; 
40% 40% instrinstr..

EndcapEndcap Electromagnetic Calorimeter Electromagnetic Calorimeter 
(reach in (reach in xxBJBJ,  high pt, photons, ,  high pt, photons, ππ°°,, jets)jets)

2004200490 modules of 120 90 modules of 120 
installedinstalled

Barrel Electromagnetic CalorimeterBarrel Electromagnetic Calorimeter
(high pt, photons, (high pt, photons, ππ°°,, jets)jets)

CompletionCompletionStatusStatusDetector / Detector / InterestInterest
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1111Distance from primary vertex To 
candidate vertex  (mm)
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•Modification to Resonance mass or width – possible medium effects
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BRAHMS preliminary

PRL 91 072305 (2003)

dd--Au Nuclear Modification factor at Au Nuclear Modification factor at ηη ~3.2~3.2

RdAu compares 
the yield of 
negative particles
produced in dAu to 
the scaled number  
of particles with 
same sign in p-p

The scale is the 
number of binary 
collisions:

Ncoll=7.2
(minimum biased) 
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RHIC Heavy Ion Luminosity UpgradesRHIC Heavy Ion Luminosity Upgrades

Peak Luminosity (1026 cm-1 s-1)

Average 
Luminosity

Ions/Beam (1010)
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STAR Upgrades Required for Physics ProgramSTAR Upgrades Required for Physics Program

••Full Barrel MRPC TOFFull Barrel MRPC TOF

••Tracking upgrade:Tracking upgrade:

••High precision APS pixel vertex detectorHigh precision APS pixel vertex detector

••Inner trackerInner tracker

••End cap trackerEnd cap tracker

••DAQ Upgrade (order of magnitude increase in rate)DAQ Upgrade (order of magnitude increase in rate)

••Compact, Fast TPC for high luminosity tracking.Compact, Fast TPC for high luminosity tracking.
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Barrel Time of Flight using  MultiBarrel Time of Flight using  Multi--gap gap 
Resistive Plate ChambersResistive Plate Chambers

Goal:  Cover entire outer barrel of TPC with affordable, Goal:  Cover entire outer barrel of TPC with affordable, 
high resolution TOF (0<high resolution TOF (0<ΦΦ<2<2π, π, --1<η<1, 1<η<1, ∆∆tt<100ps)<100ps)

Limits For PID:Limits For PID:
22σ σ PIDPID TPC TPC dE/dxdE/dx TOF (TOF (ηη~0)~0) TOF (TOF (ηη~1)~1)
ππ/K/P/K/P ~0.7 ~0.7 GeV/cGeV/c ~1.6 ~1.6 GeV/cGeV/c ~2.0 ~2.0 GeV/cGeV/c
((ππ+K)/p+K)/p ~1.0 ~1.0 GeV/cGeV/c ~2.6 ~2.6 GeV/cGeV/c ~3.2 ~3.2 GeV/cGeV/c
dd ~1.0 ~1.0 GeV/cGeV/c ~4.0 ~4.0 GeV/cGeV/c ~4.7 ~4.7 GeV/cGeV/c

With TOF, over 95% of the particles in the TPC With TOF, over 95% of the particles in the TPC 
acceptance will be acceptance will be ID’edID’ed

Technology is demonstrated, and has produced Technology is demonstrated, and has produced 
physics results in physics results in STARSTAR
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Chambers are multiple narrow gaps (6 Chambers are multiple narrow gaps (6 xx 220220µµm) separated by glass. m) separated by glass. 
HV and readout on pc boards on either side.                     HV and readout on pc boards on either side.                     
Module sensitive area is ~6 Module sensitive area is ~6 xx 20 cm20 cm

Readout 
Pads
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pK
π

e

One “tray” (2One “tray” (2ππ/60 azimuth, 0</60 azimuth, 0<ηη<1)<1)
~30 modules installed in STAR for ~30 modules installed in STAR for 
the 2003 run.the 2003 run.
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Added benefit: Added benefit: 

Combined TPC Combined TPC dE/dxdE/dx
and TOF gives and TOF gives 
electron tagelectron tag at low to at low to 
moderate momentummoderate momentum

pK

π

e

e

π
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MicroMicro--Vertex DetectorVertex Detector
HighHigh resolution inner vertex detector, better than 10 resolution inner vertex detector, better than 10 µµm m 

resolution, with better than 20resolution, with better than 20 µµm pointm point--back accuracy back accuracy 
at the primary vertex.at the primary vertex.

CMOS Active Pixel Sensor (APS) technology CMOS Active Pixel Sensor (APS) technology –– can be can be 
very thin, allows readout to be on same chip as very thin, allows readout to be on same chip as 
detector.detector.

Develop high speed APS technology for second Develop high speed APS technology for second 
generation silicon replacement (LEPSI/generation silicon replacement (LEPSI/IReSIReS,  and ,  and 
LBNL+UC LBNL+UC Irvine)Irvine)

Required Areas of development:Required Areas of development:
APS detector technologyAPS detector technology
Mechanical support and cabling for thinned siliconMechanical support and cabling for thinned silicon
Thin beam pipe developmentThin beam pipe development
Calibration and position determinationCalibration and position determination
Data stream interfacingData stream interfacing
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LEPSI LEPSI –– Ladders on a WaferLadders on a Wafer Conceptual Design for Conceptual Design for 
“infrastructure”“infrastructure”

Supports are outside Supports are outside 
active areaactive area
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==GasGas Electron MultiplierElectron Multiplier

A A micropatternmicropattern structure produced structure produced 
in 50in 50µµm thick copper clad m thick copper clad kaptonkapton
using lithographic techniques. using lithographic techniques. 
5555µµm  holes on ~140m  holes on ~140µµm centers  m centers  
Gain up to ~10Gain up to ~1033 for single foilfor single foil

3M Foil (J. Collar)  Photo 3M Foil (J. Collar)  Photo –– Bo Yu, BNLBo Yu, BNL CERN Foil (F. CERN Foil (F. SauliSauli) Photo ) Photo –– G. JesseG. Jesse
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GEM technology used successfully in high intensity GEM technology used successfully in high intensity 
fixed target environment at CERN (COMPASS)fixed target environment at CERN (COMPASS)

Triple GEM used  Triple GEM used  
with 0.4 mm pitch with 0.4 mm pitch 
crossed strip readout crossed strip readout 
to achieve to achieve 46 46 µµmm
resolution in both resolution in both 
coordinates.coordinates.

This is an excellent This is an excellent 
candidate for improving candidate for improving 
STAR momentum resolution STAR momentum resolution 
with chambers covering the with chambers covering the 
endcapendcap and at large radius and at large radius 
with compact TPCwith compact TPC

PLAN:  Joint R&D with PHENIX to understand GEM 
technology – Goal: build  and test prototype TPC module
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Intermediate Tracking + Forward TrackingIntermediate Tracking + Forward Tracking

GEM pad or strip chambers:GEM pad or strip chambers:

EndcapEndcap –– GEM pad or strip GEM pad or strip 
chambers to help resolve chambers to help resolve 
sign of esign of e±± from Wfrom W±± decay decay ––
polarization of sea antipolarization of sea anti-- u,du,d..

Intermediate trackerIntermediate tracker (GEM (GEM 
plus plus SiSi
to help match TPC tracks to to help match TPC tracks to 
pixel detector and, give pixel detector and, give 
intermediate point for intermediate point for 
forward trackingforward tracking
Patch of GEM padsPatch of GEM pads at outer at outer 
radius to help TPC radius to help TPC calibcalib.. Cross section through STAR detector
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High Rate Data Acquisition and Front End ElectronicsHigh Rate Data Acquisition and Front End Electronics

Since initial operation, the STAR DAQ has been Since initial operation, the STAR DAQ has been 
upgraded from a rate of 1 to ~upgraded from a rate of 1 to ~30 Hz 30 Hz HzHz central Aucentral Au--AuAu
events (DAQ100)events (DAQ100)

The system is now at hard limits throughout.The system is now at hard limits throughout.

Propose an order of magnitude increase in Propose an order of magnitude increase in 
throughput (DAQ1000)throughput (DAQ1000)
••Replace TPC front end electronicsReplace TPC front end electronics
••Replace SVT (silicon drift tracker Replace SVT (silicon drift tracker –– slow readout)slow readout)
••Implement DAQ100 cluster finding code in hardwareImplement DAQ100 cluster finding code in hardware
••New interconnect and event builder hardwareNew interconnect and event builder hardware
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Moving Forward
Forward Hadron Calorimetry (~2.4<η<4.0, 0<φ<2π)

Is the asymmetry for pions produced in transversely 
polarized proton scattering due to spin dependent 
fragmentation (Collins)?

Forward jets – probing gluon saturation

beam
detectors

beam pipe

Roman Pots (η~6.5)

Access to a variety of 
diffractive phenomena 
in p-p scattering
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Goal:  Develop fast compact TPC which will overcome Goal:  Develop fast compact TPC which will overcome 
the rate limitations of the current TPC using GEM for the rate limitations of the current TPC using GEM for 
the gas gain element.the gas gain element.

~50 cm

~20 cm

~50 cm

16 identical modules with 35 pad16 identical modules with 35 pad--rows, double (triple) rows, double (triple) 
GEM readout with pad size: 0.2x1. cmGEM readout with pad size: 0.2x1. cm²². Maximum drift: . Maximum drift: 
4040--45 cm.  “Working” gas: fast, low diffusion.45 cm.  “Working” gas: fast, low diffusion.
GEM structure: very small positive ion feedbackGEM structure: very small positive ion feedback
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Main goal of Compact TPC is high rate tracking Main goal of Compact TPC is high rate tracking –– but it but it 
also leaves a lot of room for other detectors!also leaves a lot of room for other detectors!

Conceptual design for Conceptual design for γγγγ--HBTHBT

Three layers of converter and tracker form a photon Three layers of converter and tracker form a photon 
spectrometer outside the “normal” tracker.spectrometer outside the “normal” tracker.

EMCALEMCAL

PAD ChambersPAD Chambers

Compact TPCCompact TPC

Photon Photon 
Spectrometer: Spectrometer: 

Layers of Layers of γγ--
converter and converter and 
TPC TrackerTPC Tracker
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Proposed Timeline for STAR UpgradesProposed Timeline for STAR Upgrades

MRPC TOFMRPC TOF –– US proposal submitted, Detector R&D US proposal submitted, Detector R&D Spectacular Spectacular successsuccess

Pixel Pixel µµVertexVertex –– Draft proposal by end of yearDraft proposal by end of year

Inner Tracker / Inner Tracker / EndCapEndCap Tracker (+Tracker (+µµVtxVtx) ) Design Coordination Meeting, MIT,Design Coordination Meeting, MIT,
Nov. 7Nov. 7--8, 20038, 2003

DAQ1000+FEEDAQ1000+FEE –– DAQ R&D to start next springDAQ R&D to start next spring

GEM Compact Fast TPC GEM Compact Fast TPC -- Full R&D in FY04, Prototype module in one yearFull R&D in FY04, Prototype module in one year
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SummarySummary

STAR plans a broad program of measurements STAR plans a broad program of measurements 
in the next 10 years aimed at characterizingin the next 10 years aimed at characterizing
PartonicPartonic matter created in RHI collisionsmatter created in RHI collisions
RHI initial state (cold nuclear matter)RHI initial state (cold nuclear matter)
HadronicHadronic medium after freeze outmedium after freeze out
Contributions to nucleon spinContributions to nucleon spin

Meeting the technological challenges requires Meeting the technological challenges requires 
significant R&D and upgrades to the STAR detector significant R&D and upgrades to the STAR detector 
and upgrades and development of the and upgrades and development of the collidercollider
luminosity and pp polarizationluminosity and pp polarization
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